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ABSTRACT

Three transhumeral and five tr ansradial pr ostheses have been successfully fit to patients using electt odes
installed in roll-on sleeves New metal electrodes and wiring have been developed and tested along with techniques
for installing electtodes so that the sleeves are not damaged, It is now possible to fabricate a system where the
sleeve lasts for one year The roll-on sleeve is a superior way to achieve suspension, especially with patients who
change weight.

BACKGROUND

It has been the goal of myoelectic uppet limb prosthetics to r estor e as much function as possible to the
amputee. With the use of roll on suction liner s the suspension and functionof a myoelectric prosthesis can be much
improved This article based on four tt anshumeral and five transradial fittings which have lead to improved suspension
and function for these below elbow and above elbow amputees

The difficulty with myoelectic fittings has beento maintain suspension and yet provide access to the electrode
sites for a prosthesis The electrodes need to maintain goodcontact with the skin and not shift as the person moves
the arm and lifts objects With conventional fittings this has required great car e in fitting and a very stable limb
volume Roll-on suspension systems providea secure attachment for the prosthesis and have proven successful in
lower limb fittings Roll-on suction liners are made fi orn polymer materials and will not conduct the myoelectric
signal They provide excellent suspension, but do not allow myoelectric control of the prosthesis Several methods
have been proposed to gain control including cutting holes in the liner and applying conductive posts through the
liner. All of these methods have drawbacks and havenot pr oven successful in our facility. This presentation will
pr esent a method that pr ovides both good suspension and myoelectric controlfor the prosthesis

DESCRIPTION OF A SUCCESSFUL SUSPENSION SYSTEM

A Liner that works.
Ohio Willow Wood AlphaTM linerswere chosen fot this system after expel imentation with many other linets

The Ohio Willow Wood Alpha liner is different from other roll-on liners in that the material is a thermoplastic and
has a fabric coveting The fabtic cover eliminates the need for a lubricant to don the liner and is easier for a one
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handed individual to control T he thermoplastic material allows the shape to be customized and if an error in
electr ode placement is made the holes can be "healed" with a heat gun OT adhesive to eliminate air leakage and loss
of suspension

Passing electrode signals through the liner.
The difficulty with all liners is to get the myo electric signal fiom the sldn to the electronics. With this system

electrodes pass thr ough the liner andare connected to the preamps with snap connectors and shielded cables At
the present time the electrode snap connectors are hand fabricated fi orn Liberty Technology reference electrodes
or male clothing snap heads A 2-56 screw pierces the liner and provides the conductor to the shielded cable
Standard shielded EKG cables or cables fiom Motion Control are used to conduct the signal to the pi eamps
which are modified as shown F or transhumeral fittings the cable is connected to directly to the preamps

Similarity to a standard myoelectric fitting.
Electr ode placement is determined as with any myoelectr ic system and the elect' odes are placed in the liner

over the selected sites The wir es are contained inside of the socket which is bulged out slightlyover the electrode
ar ea to allow for their bulk The preanaps can be located at any convenient location in the prosthesis The wiring
is the same as usual fiom thepreamps to the hand and/or elbow. If there is insufficient length for a shuttle lock, the
Yam o-on-a-lanyar d system will provide a secure suspension The pr oximal socket shape is modifiedto prevent
otation and allow good range of motion With the impr oved suspension fi orn the suction liner a greater range of

motion can generally be achieved by opening up the pr oximal tr im lines without the loss of suspension The
remaining wiring and fitting proceedur e is the same as for a typical myoelectric prosthesis

Table 1 Transhumeral Patients
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Table 2 Transradial Patients

Patient Cables Electronics Metal Electrodes ROM Pull off
GC Custom Bock preamps Liberty Technology 5-120° 45 lb
EM Custom Bock preamps Liberty Technology 0-135° 45 lb
RF(1) Utah Bock preamps Gold Plated 5-125° 50 lb
GJ Utah Bock preamps Liberty Technology 5-110° 37 lb
DC Utah Bock preamps Stainless Steel Snap 115-110° 50 lb.
RF(2) Utah Bock preamps Stainless Steel Snap 5-130° 50+ lb

Patient Cables Electronics Metal Electrodes
EN Shielded Liberty Elbow Liberty Technology
RP Utah Utah Elbow Liberty Technology
PC Utah Utah Elbow Liberty Technology
JS Utah Utah Elbow Utah and Liberty Tech
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Figure 1. The Motion Control wire
harness attached to an Alpha sleeve
There is a need to reduce the size of the
snaps and the splice

Figure 2. Two wire harnesses The
user will snap these to the stainless
buttons onto the s/eeve while inserting
the sleeve covered arm into the
prosthesis.

Figure 3. The Motion Control wire
harness is attached to an Otto Bock
13E125 Electrode with miniature screws


